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Abstract—Android mobile phones are one of the most widely used 
phones. Sharing information in android apps is a very common. 
However, intruders and hackers may intercept the message which 
is passing through the network. In this paper, we explore covert 
communication for hiding secret information in the most commonly 
used SMS and Contacts (default native apps) for android 
smartphones. We make use of text messages present in the SMS 
app that can recognize ASCII and UTF-8 encoding characters and 
develop steganography algorithms to embed secret information in 
the carrier message. Along with the character set, we also make 
use of emoticons and spaces present in the SMS app to hide the 
information. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

A. Steganography 

Origin from the Greek, steganography is the art of hiding 
secret information in unremarkable cover media using 
redundant bits of the cover medium so that the existence of 
the information is not known to anyone. There were many 
algorithms to develop steganography in digital images, 
video clips, and audio streams, as well as the detections [12-
23]. Text Steganography is the most difficult to due to 
relatively lack of redundant data in a text file when 
compared with any image or sound file [1]. 

In the field of smart phones, from 1996 with Palm OS 
followed by windows pocket pc, Symbian, blackberry and 
android. The present world foresees the usage of android OS 
will become the platform for any development and research. 
Android comprises of middleware and key applications 
along with OS benefits. Developed by Google and Open 
Handset Alliance for interesting and new applications 
distributed to thousands of mobile devices across the world. 
The field of network communications and its rapid 
development with mobile technology has brought in the 
necessity for secure data transfer over internet. 

Steganography is of can be mainly divided into linguistic 
and technical steganography. Digital Steganography 
includes audio, image, video and text as cover mediums for 
data transfer. In this proposed algorithm, we are using text 
as the medium of cover for hiding and sharing the secret 
information. Making use android features, coupled with 

mobile technology underlined with functionalities 
steganography makes this application a very robust and 
highly secured one.    

This paper presents two algorithms for android 
smartphone based text message steganography. The first 
approach uses the theme hiding the character of the secret 
message in a corresponding ASCII or an UTF-8 encoding 
character based on the ASCII character of the SMS. The 
second approach works by hiding message in a sequence of 
emoticons and sequence of single and double spaces of the 
cover message. The message is neither scrambled nor 
changed by the proposed encipher algorithm but the 
increase in the size of text message makes it slightly 
suspicious but it can be overruled as the message tries to be 
more meaningful as the original one.        

B. Text Steganography 

        Hiding in text has low embedding capacity as text has 
much less redundant information than image. Some text 
steganographic systems are available [1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 11]. 
Approximately, text steganography may be implemented by: 

 
Modifying Spaces: By modifying blank spaces data can be 
hidden in a cover text. A text message can be modified (1) 
the inter word spaces in a sentence, (2) the spaces at the end 
of each line, and (3) the spaces following punctuation 
marks. 
 
Syntactic Methods: They are based on modifying the text 
such that its meaning is preserved. This approach is safer 
but harder to implement, because maintaining the same 
meaning without modifying the text has very less scope to 
embed huge chunks of data as every change in carrier 
alphabet/text can carry one single bit of data. We can also 
use punctuations in the text to embed data but when it 
comes to the actual usage of SMS, there are very minimal 
usage of punctuations.  
 
Semantic Methods: In these methods, data is embedded in 
text by special word/emoticons usage that are agreed 
between sender and receiver. Either the sender or receiver 
can agree upon a set of synonyms for many words to be 
replaced in the text. We make use of this whole idea to 



embed secret message in SMS not by using synonyms but 
by using a set of emoticons to represent bits 1 and 0. The 
decoder reads the cover text word by word, space by space, 
emoticon by emoticons and searches the thesaurus for its 
occurrence of each symbol and decodes the secret message. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Thousands of individual papers are available with 
different algorithms to increase the secrecy in transmission 
in mobile devices. But the development of steganography 
application on android platform is considered to be more 
challenging as stated by authors of paper [1] 
“Steganography on a phone is more difficult, because it 
requires access to the device's operating system, but no one 
should doubt that committed individuals will have no 
trouble rising to the challenge”. White and Martina [2] 
developed an application that uses steganography to hide a 
short text message in an audio message recorded by the user 
and then share that message. MoBiSiS is an application that 
implements a steganographic algorithm to send the image 
that covers the secret message via the Multimedia 
Messaging Service (MMS) [3]. Similar applications with 
MoBiSiS having the same limitations, are MobiStego [4] 
and Pixelknot [5] both available on Google Play [6, 7].   

All the above related works show different algorithms 
and techniques for different types of steganography used in 
mobile phones. There are quite a few applications in android 
market but they don’t interact with native android 
applications. In this paper, we came up with a 
steganographic application to be developed using text 
steganography being deployed in android SMS app and 
become the pioneer in attributing it to transmit the sensitive 
data among the people involved in conversation.  

                                    III . PROPOSED METHODS 

       In the proposed method of embedding and extracting 
secret data in SMS uses two different algorithm approaches. 
The end user is given the option of selecting the embedding 
and decoding method as per his choice and needs. User can 
either choose to hide data using emoticons and spaces or 
using ASCII/UTF encoding schemes. By providing the user 
this flexibility, makes this app more user friendly and secure 
in its own way by sending the desired secret SMS using 
mobile network. Both the algorithm approaches has 
communication with native android SMS and Contacts 
application for the embedding/ decoding/sending/receiving 
of messages. Small chunks of secret data is being shared 
across the users internationally as long as your carrier 
provides the necessary facilities to send it. 
 

A. UTF-8 SMS Steganography 

A.1. Data embedding in UTF-8 encoding scheme 

 

Input: a cover plain text ASCII coded SMS message and a 
secret plain text ASCII coded small data. 
 
Output: a stego-SMS carrier with secret message embedded 
in it with a combination of ASCII and UTF-8 encodings. 
 
Steps: 
1. Consider the secret message in ASCII coding and 

assign it to a string with the length of x characters. 
2. Add   a  “?” symbol to depict it as the end of the secret 

message. 
3. Convert the secret message string to be in lower case 

characters. 
4. Convert the carrier message into lower case characters 

without any numbers, special characters 
5. Normalize the whole secret message to be in the format 

as of sender and receiver negotiated much before the 
transmission of data. 

6. Regular ASCII characters are normalized in our 
proposed algorithm, shown in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Normalization of ASCII codes 
Entity ASCII Coding Normalized Coding 

Numbers 0-9 48-57 0-9 
Small letters a-z 97-122 10-35 

Space 32 36 
       
7. Loop through each character of secret message to 

normalize it in our app ASCII codes. 
8. Normalizing from 0-36, we need only 6 bits to 

represent 0 – 36 decimal numbers. 
9. Using the logic of bitwise operations over each 

character to represent an array of binary digits for its 
representation in normalized decimal value. 

10. Represent our secret message of 6x binary bits. 
11. Encrypting our secret message onto the carrier message 

is done by looping through each character of the carrier 
message and in place of binary bit true for the secret 
message, we replace the existing ASCII coded carrier 
message character with a corresponding UTF-8 similar 
character, so that the original meaning of the message is 
unchanged. 
 

Table 2. ASCII – UTF8 mappings 
 

ASCII 
 
UTF-8 
 

 
ASCII 

 
UTF-8 

 
ASCII 

 
UTF-8 

a uFF41 j uFF4A s uFF53 
b u0253 k u1D0B t u021B 
c uFF43 l uFF4C u u1D1C 
d u217E m u217F v uFF56 
e uFF45 n u0578 w u1D21 
f u1E9D o uFF4F x uFF58 
g uFF47 p uFF50 y uFF59 
h uFF48 q u1D90 z u1D22 
i uFF49 r u1D26   

 
                        



12. For every space encountered in the carrier message, two 
spaces are encrypted in the stego message if the 
corresponding bit at the secret message is true 
otherwise single space is added in the cipher text. 

A.2. Data extraction in UTF-8 encoding scheme 

Input: a stego-SMS carrier with secret message embedded in 
it with a combination of ASCII and UTF-8 encodings. 
 
Output:   a secret plain text ASCII coded small data. 
 
1. Consider the stego message in a combination of ASCII 

and UTF-8 encodings strings is taken. 
2. Loop through each character of the stego message to 

check if the character corresponds to any ASCII code 
between 97-122, then place  a value of false or ‘0’ in 
decrypt secret message array 

3. Loop through each character of the encrypted message 
to check if the character corresponds to any UTF-8-
ASCII mapping code , then place  a value of true or ‘1’ 
in decrypt secret message array 

4. Now consider the whole array of binary bits to divide 
them into 6 digits at once to represent a decimal number 
corresponding to a value in normalized original ASCII 
codes to represent the hidden secret character. 
 

B. Emoticons and Space-based Text Steganography 

B.1.   Data embedding in emoticons and spaces of SMS 

Input: a cover plain text ASCII coded SMS message and a 
secret plain text ASCII coded small data. 
 
Output: a stego-SMS carrier with secret message embedded 
in it at every space between words of carrier message 
replaced with a sequence of emoticons and spaces. 
 
Steps: 
1. Consider the secret message in ASCII coding and 

assign it to a string 
2. Add   a “?” symbol to depict it as the end of the secret 

message. 
3. Convert the secret message string to be in lower case 

characters. 
4. Normalize the whole secret message to be in the format 

as of sender and receiver negotiated much before the 
transmission of data. 

5. Regular ASCII characters are normalized in our 
proposed algorithm, as shown by Table 1. 

6. Loop through each character of secret message to 
normalize it in our app ASCII codes. 

7. As we are normalizing from 0-36, we need only 6 bits 
to represent 0 – 36 decimal numbers. 

8. Using the logic of bitwise operations over each 
character to represent an array of binary digits for its 
representation in normalized decimal value. 

9. We embed our secret message in our carrier message 
spaces where every space between two words carry a 
single character of six binary digits. 

10. Each of these binary alternatives are represented by 
emoticons and spaces 

11. Two sets of emoticon mappings are created to represent 
1 and 0, for example, Table 3 shows the two sets. 

 
Table 3. Emoticons mapping for binary digits 

 
Binary digit Emoticons 
1 56842; 56833; 56834; 56835; 56836 

0 56837; 56838; 56843; 56861; 56860 

 

12. Single space represents 1 and double space represents 0 
13. Encrypting our secret message onto the carrier message 

is done by looping through each space of the carrier 
message and in place of binary bit true for the secret 
message, we randomly select an emoticon from one 
emoticon mapping. 

14. Alternative secret bit represent a single or double space 
based on existing secret binary digit. 

15. After placing six binary digits in one single word space, 
the carrier message is continued in the encrypted 
message and steps from 9 – 15 steps. 

16. Embed a secret message of length ‘x’ characters or 6x 
length in binary into the text message. 

B .2.   Data extraction in emoticons and spaces of SMS 

Input: a stego-SMS carrier with secret message embedded in 
it at every space between words of carrier message replaced 
with a sequence of emoticons and spaces. 
 
Output: a secret plain text ASCII coded small data. 

 
1. Consider the encrypted cipher message in a 

combination of ASCII encoding strings with sequence 
of emoticons and spaces embedded in carrier message 
word spaces. 

2. Loop through each character of the encrypted message 
to check for spaces, if the character in the space 
corresponds to any emoticon of two mappings 
representing either 0 or 1 is decoded and added to 
binary string 

3. If the character in the space corresponds to any single 
or double space , representing either 0 or 1 is decoded 
and added to binary string 

4. Now consider the whole array of binary bits to divide 
them into 6 digits at once to represent a decimal number 
corresponding to a value in normalized original ASCII 
codes to represent the hidden secret character. 

 

V. DEPLOYMENT AND APPLICATION USE CASES 

The application is portable with the signed and unsigned 
.apk file that is deployed across any android platform. By 



enabling the device to run application from unknown 
sources in the developer settings, any smartphone can run 
this application. To decode the secret message, the receiver 
should also run this application in his device. This 
application can be deployed in any android OS device but 
can be used only in smartphones which has SMS and 
Contacts application. Application is developed with target 
android as API 21, but it supports all the lower versions of 
android OS. 

A .     Data embedding workflow 

The following figure 1(a) through (d) shows the workflow 
while we embed secret information to the text message on 
Android smartphone. 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

 
Figure 1.  Working flow for secret data embedding. (a) Selecting 
embedding or decoding activity from menu; (b)Writing secret message and 
selecting SMS carrier message; (c) Selecting either of two algorithms to 
embed secret data into SMS carrier message; and (d)  Selecting recipient 
contact from mobile contacts or writing your own number, click on SEND 
 

B .     Date extraction workflow 

The following figure 2 (a) through (c) shows the workflow 
while we extract secret information from the text message 
wherein the secret information is carried. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c)

 

 
Figure 2.  Working flow for secret information extraction. (a) Select find 
secret button to decode; (b) Selecting either of two algorithms to decode 
secret data from SMS carrier; (c) Selecting encoded SMS carrier from SMS 
app to decode the secret message. 

 

VI. APPLICATION SECURITY AND LIMITATIOIN 

Data embedding and extraction algorithms use 
normalization of regualar ASCII codes into application 
defined encoding standards which confuses teh intruder 
while decoding the actual message. From the very large 
character set of UTF-8 encodings, we chose only 26 small 
lettered alphabets which are very similar to our regular 
ASCII standard small lettered alphabets. Unless the 
mappings were found , it is very difficult for the hackers to 
decrypt the secret message in the carrier. From the very 
large set of emoticons, we grouped set of emoticons to 
represent 1 and others to represent 0. So for any man in the 
middle attack, it will be a tedious job for to find which 
group of emoticons return 1 and others return 0. 

On top of all these security aspects taken care of the 
application , the actual secret message is being hidden in a 
SMS carrier (unlike any carrier of our own text message 
from the developed application). This secret carrier message 
is being transmitted to recipient only through the mobile 
network carrier which provides an high official security 
around our application security layer to gaurd our secret 
message from any intruders/hackers. 

Secret message can be only of lower case alphabets and 
the carrier message should be only of lower case/upper case 
characters without any punctuation marks and special 
characters. As the SMS carrier is of short size, we cannot 
send huge chunks of paragraphs as the message carrier might 
break down the message while sending and then the receiver 
might receive it in various messages where the concatenation 
of these messages doesn't happen, then the receiver cannot 
decode the message.       



VII. TESTING EXAMPLES 

      This application is tested on API 21 of android version 
smartphone devices. It is also tested on emulators but the 
character set sending of an emulator has a limit which will 
actually break our message into small data chunks, hence it 
cannot be decrypted. Various android versions of mobile 
phones read UTF-8 encodings and some doesn't recognize, 
therefore the message can be viewed differently in different 
devices. The results of embedding secret information using 
the options”with “ and  “ without emoticons ” will encrypt 
the carrier message look as follows: 

 
Secret Message:  goodnight sir 
 
Original Message: Hi dr liu please consider my final 

project demo This project is about developing an android 
application using characters and spaces in text making this a 
text steganography I have put in great and sincere efforts to 
make this project happen in a very short span of time I 
embedded data in spaces and some selected characters as 
spaces alone are not sufficient to hide the whole data 
 
Stego Message using UTF-8 encoding : hi dᴦ liu  ｐleasｅ  c
ｏnｓｉder ⅿy �ｉոａl  prｏjeｃt demｏ țhis  pᴦoｊｅｃ
t iｓ aɓouț  ⅾevｅloｐiոｇ ａո ａոⅾᴦｏｉd  aｐｐlｉc
ａtion  ᴜsｉոg  cｈaractｅrs  aոd  spａcｅs  in  tｅｘț  ⅿ
aᴋing  țhｉ s  a  teｘ t  steganoｇ raphy  ｉ   hａve  ｐ
ᴜț  iո  greaț  ａnⅾ  sｉncerｅ  e��orțs  to  make  tｈｉ
s  proj ｅ ｃ ț  happen  ｉ n  a  v ｅ ᴦy  ｓ hort  sp ａ
ո  of  time  i  embｅdⅾed  dațａ  ｉո  sｐａcｅs  aոⅾ  so
ⅿe  sｅlectｅⅾ  charａcters  as  spaces  alｏne  ａrｅ  nｏ
t  sufficiｅnt  to  hide  țhe  wｈole  data 

 
Stego Message using Emoticons and Spaces 

:  hi     dr    

liu      please      

consider    my      final 
project demo this project is about developing an android 
application using characters and spaces in text making this a 
text steganography. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We has designed algorithms to implement text message 
based steganography on Android smartphones, which have 
been tested and validated by our experiments. The new 
application has limitations where the secret message and 
carrier messages don't support special characters and future 
work on this will improve the robustness, quality and 
security of the application. In future development work, 
implementing a stego key which is shared only between the 
sender and the receiver will increase the security aspect of 
the application. As android is an open source platform, once 

should be very carefully in developing android applications 
so as to provide high end security across the network.  
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